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Our facial plastic surgeons offer several educational and informative seminars 
on facial cosmetic and plastic surgery in Naples and Marco Island, Florida. 
These seminars discuss the endoscopic facelift, Mid Facelift, rhinoplasty, La-
ser Wash resurfacing, skincare maintainence and the latest in injectables and 
facial fillers, i.e., Botox Cosmetic, Juvederm Injectable, Restylane, Radiesse, 
Perlane, and ArteFill.

Please join us in our office on Wednesday, November 16th at 5:30pm for 
refreshments, a presentation by Drs. Maloney and Agarwal, followed by a live 
Arctic laser peel demonstration. Reserve a place by calling 239-594-9100. 

In-Office Seminar

Skilled waxing services offered by our licensed aestheticians
Our skilled aestheticians use the finest European wax to remove hair from the eye-
brows, face, arms, legs, chest, back, and bikini line. Nicole Juarbe also specializes 
in the Brazilian bikini wax. Attention to detail is of paramount importance in this 
operator dependent procedure. For the best results, the hair should be 1/4 inch long.

Please call 239-594-9100 to set up your waxing appointment.

Our Botox cosmetic parties have been very popular because of our skilled inject-
ing physicians and the 20% off savings. The next party is at our Naples office on 
November 10, 2011 from 10 AM to 5 PM

We are offering 20% off of all injectable fillers and Botox treatments performed 
on November 10, 2011, including spa services and skin care products. This is a 
dramatic savings! Please call us at 239-594-9100 to reserve your appointment.

Botox Cosmetic Party!!

Wednesday, November 16th at 5:30pm

Thursday, November 10th - 10 am to 5 pm

http://www.aestheticsurgerycenter.com/
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Signature Skin Cleanser and Signature Skin cream are a team. Signature 
Cleanser is an evolutionary product that combines the benefits of a Glycolic 
cleanser with a delivery system that enhances the cleansing, exfoliation and 
moisturizing effects, while virtually eliminating skin irritation. The advance-
ment is the use of an extract from an algae harvested from the northern coast 
of Brazil. Please call, come in or e-mail your order to take advantage of this 
offer and the most advanced skin care available.

Dr. Maloney has developed this product to keep pace with the restorative and 
anti aging benefits of Signature Cream. One cleanser works for all skin types. 
Using Signature Cleanser and Signature Cream each twice a day will create a 
healthier and more attractive skin. Until 12-31-2011 Dr. Maloney has cre-
ated an introductory package of both Signature Cleanser ($30) and Signature 
Cream ($120) for $75. 

Signature Skin Holiday Package!

Artefill is the longest lasting FDA approved wrinkle filler. Once injected deeply 
below the wrinkle, the collagen in Artefill acts as a temporary filler for immediate 
wrinkle correction. As your body absorbs the collagen over time, the microspheres 
remain in place and your body’s own new collagen is deposited on the surface 
of the microspheres. Unlike temporary fillers which are made with materials 
that are absorbed by the body over the course of a few months, Artefill’s unique 
microsphere-enhanced collagen delivers a lasting solution. An initial skin test in 
the forearm must be performed to rule out an allergic reaction. Then, at least one 
month later, the first Artefill injection can be performed in the face. Most patients 
do another injection session 3 to 6 months after the first, followed by additional 
filler as needed 1-2 years later, for a gradual long term build-up effect.

The normal price for Artefill is $1,500 per syringe. On December 7, 2011 only, 
the first syringe will be priced at $1,000, the second at $900, and the third at $800. 
Skin tests (which are complimentary) must be completed by November 7, 2011. 
Please call us to schedule your skin test and reserve your space for December 7, 
2011. This special price is good for that date only. 

Join us for our second Artefill Day!
Wednesday, December 7th

http://www.aestheticsurgerycenter.com/

